
The two Global Switch London buildings, North and East are located right next door 
to the Telehouse Docklands Campus.  The original building, now known as North, 
opened at the height of the “dot-com” boom in 1999 and the larger East building 
in 2002.  As such they are now established London colocation ecosystems offering 
access to key global submarine systems, numerous carrier PoP’s and a Google Cloud 
access point.

Amito in Global Switch

With Global Switch’s focus on large scale wholesale data centre solutions Amito’s 
quarter racks offer cost effective access for smaller service providers needing a point 
of presence in both the North and East buildings.  In North we are located in Colo3 
on the third floor whilst in the East building we’re in MMR4.  

Amito Quarter Racks in Global Switch

Details of our quarter racks are as follows:

•  Space: 10U in a cabinet 600mm wide (standard width) and 1200mm deep

•   Power Delivery:  Dual A+B power supplies. Each power bar has 8 x C13  
power sockets

•   Inclusive Power: We include 0.5kW, about 2.5Amps or 365kWh per month as 
standard but more is possible by arrangement

•   Secure: The unit is fully lockable.  We set up with your own combination code on 
the lock. Cross-connects are delivered via secure cable trunking to your unit so no 
risk of interference from other occupiers as are the dual power feeds

•   Access: Is available 24x7 on an unaccompanied basis for all your personnel who 
have completed the Global Switch online site induction course (takes about 10 
minutes to complete). To arrange access your personnel can either simply open a 
ticket with us or there is also the option to buy for £75 a permanent access card 
in which case such personnel do not need to request access in advance, they can 
just swipe in at the security gate.  The cards remain active whilst the induction is 
valid (12 months at a time) 

•   Onsite Support: 24x7 remote hands service is available on a pay as you use basis

•   Cross-connect Charges: Are based on Global Switch price lists for both 
installation and recurring fees
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Cross-connects

We order all cross-connects as needed by our clients.

Amito can offer slightly lower charges for high volume clients using five or more 
cross-connects.

All cross-connects are listed on the Amito Customer Portal and includes details such 
as start date, A-end, B-end. Clients can add their own description to each cross-
connect once its logged on the system for easier future reference.

Network

The Amito part rack service is available as a colocation service only and clients can 
make their own network arrangements as they require.  However, Amito offers a 
range of highly competitive network services including Internet ports and data 
centre interconnects to the other 14 London data centres that we operate in 
(including Amito’s Reading data centre) at 1, 10, 40 and 100Gbs.   
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Amito part racks are available in:

•   Telehouse  
(North, East, West, North2)

•   Interxion  
(LON1, LON2, LON3)

•   Global Switch  
(North, East)

•   DRT (Sovereign House,  
Sovereign North, Bonnington 
House, Cloud House)

•   Equinix, Slough  
(LD4, LD5, LD6, LD7, LD10)

•   Equinix LD8

Customer Portal

Amito’s unique customer portal puts you firmly in the driving seat. A comprehensive 
ERP (enterprise resource planning) system, it provides instant visibility and control 
over your entire range of services with Amito via a ‘single pane of glass’, even across 
multiple locations.

You can:

•  Arrange access and check access logs

•  View bandwidth, power usage and network usage via straightforward graphs

•  See details of all your rack locations and cross-connects

•  Review performance data

•  Book remote hands

Talk to our colocation experts to request a quote


